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I sent a research proposal over to a client today, containing the magical word: “co-creation”. 

The client covered the proposal with tracked changes but squeezed in an “excellent” 

alongside the mention of the aforementioned methodology. Brownie points for word choice? 

Don’t mind if I do. 

Co-creation has been something of a buzz word in marketing circles for several years now. 

We’ve been using it to generate new insights and creative ideas for our clients for most of 

this time. 

For those who don’t live for discussions about research methodology, co-creation was born 

from the idea that the target audience is far better placed to invent the thoughts or ideas 

that they might find motivating than we, the creative agency, might be. But rather than 

letting them think untrammelled, we get involved too to ensure that discussions are guided 

constructively to solutions that will work. 

Co-creation works particularly well when trying to get audience groups involved in 

discussions about topics they’re reluctant to think about. For example, a communications 

campaign I was involved in that concerned young people’s understanding and awareness of 

mental ill health issues worked particularly well by taking a co-creation approach. As this is a 

topic young people found it hard to talk about, the creative focus of the workshop we led 

with schoolchildren provided a wonderful outlet for them to express their own feelings and 

concerns and generated some great material to trigger the formal creative process later on. 

Putting arts marketing into this category might feel like a stretch. As we know, there are 

those audiences that are going already, whether to galleries, concert halls or theatres. And 

there are those for whom it’s so far down the list that they’ll possibly never get round to 

doing anything about it 

For this second audience, co-creation feels like an answer in waiting. Regular arts attendees 

will seek out the latest thing without a huge amount of prompting. They’ll clock a name – 

Tracy Emin, Henrik Ibsen, the Dunedin Consort – and trot along obediently to the box office. 

But for those to whom Ibsen or an orchestra mean less, should we not try to get them 

involved in creating a solution? In finding the thing that will coax the reluctant arts attendee 

off their sofa and out into a colourful, creative world or by unravelling what 

media/messaging/tone of voice might be more persuasive to them? 



As marketing professionals, it’s tempting to think we’ve been there, done that, got the 

Tshirt for discounted ticketing schemes. It’s good to see people like the National Theatre of 

Scotland experimenting with social media calls for bloggers. But better yet to find the 

bloggers and ask them what they’d like to see, come up with ideas for communications, get 

them involved in creating a solution and then letting them go away and write about that. 

 

Co-creation do’s and don’ts 

Do make sure you’re inviting people who are open-minded enough to participate. Nothing 

kills creativity like a cynic. 

Do search for the needle in the haystack. The enthusiast will be a million times more helpful 

than the person who’s politely keen. 

Do make sure, if it’s a face-to-face session you are clear in advance that this will be an 

activity based session (and make sure you provide options for people who may not be 

comfortable writing, flexibility in creative format is key – can they use YouTube clips to bring 

an idea to life for example?). 

Don’t expect the moon on a plate. Your co-creation participants like their subject – they’re 

not (necessarily) marketing professionals. They might not solve the problem for you in one 

but they’ll give you plenty of food for thought. Quite often I have found the co-creation 

exercise to be the beginning of a journey, not the end point. 

Don’t try and solve the problem in advance. Co-creation works when you haven’t figured 

out the answer, allowing you to be open-minded enough to see the potential creative ways 

in when they’re laid at your doorstep. 
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